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Energy

ASBCA Disrupts Settled Expectations Concerning Green Energy Initiatives

BY SCOTT A. FRELING AND KAYLEIGH SCALZO

T he Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals re-
cently upset settled expectations regarding the sale
of Solar Renewable Energy Certificates (SRECs) in

federal contracts in a decision that has the potential to
slow the federal government’s adoption of green en-
ergy. Honeywell International Inc., ASBCA No. 57779
(Aug. 7, 2013), is the ASBCA’s first and thus far only de-
cision addressing SRECs, and one of only a handful of
instances in which the ASBCA has confronted a renew-
able energy contract. In Honeywell, the ASBCA con-
cluded that proceeds from the sale of SRECs cannot
constitute ‘‘energy savings’’ for purposes of an Energy
Savings Performance Contract (ESPC), thereby invali-
dating key compensation provisions in a contract be-
tween Honeywell and the United States Army. This de-
cision creates considerable uncertainty for existing and
future renewable energy contracts with the govern-
ment.

What Are SRECs? SRECs are a creation of state law—
here, New Jersey. One SREC represents the generation
of one megawatt-hour of electricity by a solar energy fa-
cility. Once a facility earns SRECs from the state gov-
ernment, it may sell them—often to electricity suppliers
that need to meet the requirements of state renewable-
energy laws. By purchasing SRECs, an electricity sup-
plier can fulfill those requirements without changing its
own production processes (thereby avoiding possible
penalties). Conversely, a solar energy facility benefits
from the revenue generated by these sales. Companies
other than electricity suppliers also may purchase
SRECs as part of clean energy initiatives. For instance,
a corporation may buy SRECs in order to offset its elec-
tricity use without having to develop and maintain its
own renewable energy system.

What Went Wrong? In 2008, the Army awarded a De-
livery Order (DO) to Honeywell under an existing
indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity (ID/IQ) contract
for energy- and water-conservation equipment and ser-
vices. The ID/IQ contract had been awarded to Honey-
well by the Department of Energy under 42 U.S.C.
§ 8287, which authorizes federal agencies to enter into
ESPCs. Under an ESPC, a contractor furnishes energy
conservation measures (ECMs) to an agency, absorbs
the costs of doing so, and is compensated based on the
agency’s resultant savings in energy costs, or ‘‘energy
savings.’’ Id. § 8287(a)(1).

Under the DO issued by the Army, Honeywell was to
install various ECMs, including solar arrays, at Fort
Dix, New Jersey. The DO conformed with the general
ESPC structure: the solar arrays, provided at Honey-
well’s expense, would produce renewable energy for
the government, and Honeywell would be compensated
from the guaranteed energy savings to the government
resulting from the solar arrays. What is more, because
the solar arrays would produce solar-generated electric-
ity, the government would earn SRECs issued under
New Jersey clean-energy laws. The DO contemplated
that the resultant energy savings would include both
the value of electricity produced by the solar arrays and
the value of the SRECs earned. Scheduled payments to
Honeywell were based on projected savings calculated
in this way. In subsequent correspondence with Honey-
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well, the Contracting Officer also authorized Honeywell
to ‘‘facilitate the sale of’’ the SRECs, as well as ‘‘man-
age and market’’ them, in order to obtain the funds that
would be used to pay Honeywell.

In April 2010, Honeywell completed work on the sec-
ond phase of the solar arrays, but the government re-
fused to move forward with inspection, acceptance, or
payment. Honeywell submitted a certified claim to the
Contracting Officer, asserting that the government
breached the DO by failing to inspect or accept the sec-
ond phase of the solar arrays, and also failing to pay an
invoice and interest on late payments. The Contracting
Officer denied the claim, finding the DO ‘‘voidable as
related to the solar arrays.’’ Honeywell appealed the de-
cision to the ASBCA.

The ASBCA granted partial summary judgment for
the government on two alternative bases. First, it con-
cluded that the ESPC statute does not include SREC
sales in its definition of ‘‘energy savings,’’ meaning that
ESPC payments cannot be based on those sales. Alter-
natively, it found that SRECs are personal property
owned by the government and thus are outside the Con-
tracting Officer’s authority to dispose of or sell.

SRECs Not ‘Energy Savings’ Under ESPC Statute. The
ASBCA determined that proceeds from the sale of
SRECs do not qualify as energy savings, as that term is
defined by Congress in 42 U.S.C. § 8287c(2). The Board
characterized the statutory definition as including two
types of savings: (1) ‘‘reductions in the cost of energy .
. . from a base cost, or increased efficient use of exist-
ing energy . . . , resulting from a contractor’s perfor-
mance,’’ id. § 8287c(2)(A)–(B); and (2) ‘‘the sale of ex-
cess electricity from a renewable energy source if oth-
erwise authorized by law,’’ id. § 8287c(2)(C). According
to the ASBCA, SRECs fit in neither of these categories.

Regarding the first category, the ASBCA stated that
SRECs are merely representations of a certain amount
of renewable energy already produced, not a per se re-
duction in overall energy costs. Similarly, SRECs them-
selves do not improve the efficiency of existing energy
sources, but only represent the ‘‘clean, renewable as-
pect’’ of already-produced electricity. Regarding the
second category, the ASBCA determined that SRECs
cannot be ‘‘excess electricity’’ because they are not
electricity at all, but instead ‘‘marketable certificates.’’
Indeed, this ‘‘excess electricity’’ category was not incor-
porated into Honeywell’s ID/IQ contract with the De-
partment of Energy because it was added to the ESPC
statute years after the contract was formed. Therefore,
the Board reasoned, because SRECs did not fit any of
the statutory definitions of energy savings, their sale
could not be used as a basis for compensating Honey-
well under the DO.

In coming to this conclusion, the ASBCA focused on
the SRECs’ abstract, emblematic nature rather than
their derivation from and connection to renewable en-
ergy production. It regarded the SRECs as a kind of
gold star: although they are acquired in a way linked to
energy conservation, once the certificates are earned,
they are merely fungible placeholders for accrued
value. By that reasoning, the government could use that
accrued value in a number of ways—to offset energy
costs, buy supplies, or pay salaries, among other things.
In other words, the ESPC statute’s definition of energy
savings is not satisfied if the ECM merely results in rev-
enue that could be used to reduce energy costs; rather,

the savings must be a direct and inherent result of the
ECM.1

Contracting Officer Authority. In its alternative holding,
the ASBCA looked to federal and New Jersey common
law to conclude that the SRECs were personal property
and, as such, were subject to General Services Admin-
istration (GSA) regulations governing the disposal of
personal property by federal agencies. 41 C.F.R.
§§ 102-35 to -42. In light of these regulations, the Board
determined that a contracting officer could not unilater-
ally sell SRECs as part of an ESPC’s compensation pro-
visions. Instead, the SRECs would be subject to the in-
tricate GSA disposal procedures.

As a result, even if sale of the SRECs could constitute
valid energy savings as defined in the ESPC statute, the
Contracting Officer would still lack the legal authority
to sell them. The ASBCA therefore invalidated provi-
sions in the DO relating to the sales value of the SRECs
as energy savings, the associated payment calculations,
and Honeywell’s authorization to sell the SRECs, thus
preventing Honeywell from benefiting from a key
source of payment under the contract.

Implications for Contractors. The Honeywell decision
deserves attention by government green-energy con-
tractors and indeed by all government contractors.

First, Honeywell offers a harsh reminder to all con-
tractors that, even if all parties agree on the validity of
a contract provision, that provision may be invalidated
if a board or court deems it contrary to law or promul-
gated without actual authority.2 The Contracting Offi-
cers in Honeywell possessed unlimited warrants and, at
all relevant times, believed that they were empowered
to authorize the sale of the SRECs. Even at the time of
appeal, both parties agreed that the DO provided for
payment to Honeywell in part based on proceeds from
the sale of the SRECs. However, the parties’ agreement
and the Contracting Officers’ apparent authority pro-
vided no relief to Honeywell, and the ASBCA invali-
dated the offending provisions.

1 It is not clear that the ESPC statute forecloses the inclu-
sion of SRECs as energy savings. In fact, the text of the ESPC
statute suggests the opposite. The net effect of the accrual of
SRECs is a reduction in energy costs. Although it is true that
revenue from the sale of SRECs could be used for purposes un-
related to energy costs, the same could be said for money
freed-up by front-end reductions in energy costs. A hypotheti-
cal example illustrates this distinction without a difference.
Agency A decides to ‘‘reduc[e] . . . the cost of energy . . . from
a base cost’’ (the ASBCA’s language) by installing an ECM that
allows agency operations to function on less electricity. Before
the ECM, Agency A’s monthly energy costs were $10,000; after
the ECM, the costs are reduced to $5000. This resultant energy
savings frees up $5000 each month that would otherwise be
used for energy costs and is now available for other use. Com-
pare that scenario to Agency B, whose monthly energy costs
are also $10,000. Agency B installs a solar array as an ECM,
which generates $5000 worth of SRECs each month. Agency
B’s net monthly energy costs are now $5000—exactly the same
as Agency A. Whether the reduction in energy costs occurs on
the front end (electricity-use reduction) or on the back end
(sale of SRECs) does not change the ultimate result.

2 Although it may come as a surprise to some contractors,
there is longstanding precedent on this point. See, e.g., United
States v. Amdahl Corp., 786 F.2d 387, 392–93 (Fed. Cir. 1986);
Urban Data Sys., Inc. v. United States, 699 F.2d 1147, 1153–54
(Fed. Cir. 1983).
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Second, Honeywell creates profound uncertainty re-
garding the extent to which SRECs can play a part in
contracts with the federal government. Prior to this rul-
ing, the sale of SRECs and other renewable energy cer-
tificates was considered a salutary alternative financing
mechanism for federal renewable-energy initiatives.
Because the government often lacks funding to pay in
full for renewable energy installations, contractors have
looked to the sale of these certificates as a creative
funding mechanism. The Honeywell decision has the
potential (if not overturned on appeal or by statute) to
end this use of SRECs as a funding source in ESPC con-
tracting.

What is more, the decision raises the question of
whether SRECs earned by the government may be sold
in non-ESPC contracting arrangements. The ASBCA’s
alternative holding is based on a contracting officer’s
actual authority and the categorization of SRECs as
personal property—legal determinations that theoreti-
cally could apply to all government contracts, not only
ESPCs. Thus, the decision may be read to mean that, re-
gardless of contract type, SRECs earned by the govern-
ment can be sold only in accordance with GSA personal
property disposal regulations (and thus not by an
agency contracting officer or contractor acting pursu-
ant to contract).

These holdings have the potential to stymie not only
government green-energy contracting, but the entire
SREC scheme. Renewable energy certificates, like
SRECs, are designed to be sold and traded as part of a
broader energy conservation system, and the federal
government is the single largest user of energy in the
country. By limiting the ability of agencies to contract
away certificates in exchange for ECMs, value is re-
moved from both ESPCs and the SREC marketplace:
contractors’ potential compensation shrinks, and
otherwise-salable SRECs could languish. Even if Hon-
eywell is not read as an outright prohibition on the sale
of SRECs in government contracts, at the very least, it
will cause uncertainty; contractors and agencies may be
hesitant to incorporate SRECs into future contracts,
and the validity of existing contract provisions relating
to SRECs may be called into doubt.

Finally—and importantly—the ASBCA noted that
Honeywell was not entirely without recourse. Despite
the invalidation of the compensation provisions, Honey-
well may still be able to earn the compensation that it
negotiated with the Army. The Board held that Honey-
well may seek payment for the solar arrays under the
doctrine of reformation via further proceedings. Al-
though this provides some consolation for contractors,
it fails to alleviate the broad uncertainty created by the
Honeywell decision.
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